John (Jack) R. Venrick

To: Property Rights Groups, Evergreen Freedom Foundation, Washington State House, Senate, US Senators & Representatives, Governor Office, AG, Secretary of State, Supreme Court, King County, King Country Ag, Puget Sound Media, Friends

This is an excellent movie above, though fiction, it will stir you to see how illusion is used and feared.

92% of Americans think we have a legitimate government with a separation of powers, legitimate tax system, monetary & financial
system and free elections. These same Americans accept the outcome of all "decisions" placed on
them by the local, state or national "elections", councils, courts, nongovernment groups decisions
without understanding the slight of hand fraud.

Nor do most of the 92% want to spend anytime to understand the situation thus the cycle of taking
cascates.

One of my best engineering friends in Montana thought we are free because he can vote. My ex
Sister-in-Law was trying to convince me that my vote really did make a difference. Another
Boeing engineer coworker & rural neighbor friend and I used to debate the pros and cons of
voting. His theory was one vote did not make a difference. I took the other side, saying
many elections are won or lost by close votes and mentioned if everyone thought like he did the
elections would be less representative. In a way we were both right but incredibly naive. I
stopped voting this year because of all these reasons and many many more. Some of them are
brought up below.

I could argue, if everyone didn't vote, we would have better chance of stopping the current
deceptive machinery. This is not unlike the random walk stock picking technique of throwing
darts at the NYSE list. Over 80% of "professional money manger" are beaten by the Wilshire
5000 index. And I might add the other 20% are NOT worth enduring the extra volatility and fees.

No one will understand how naive we all are until you read the following books by Ron Arnold,
see outlines below. You can also read more about Ron Arnold here http://www.cdfe.org/about-
us/history. He is a local Bellevue, Washington business man and author.

Here are outlines of a couple of his latest books FYI.
What They're Saying About Ron Arnold

And

**UNDUE INFLUENCE**

A former Sierra Club official, Arnold says he still considers himself a strong conservationist. But he accuses mainstream groups of exaggerating or even inventing environmental threats in order to advance narrow political goals that have little to do with safeguarding natural resources. Arnold warned that unless the environmental movement is brought to heel, "public hysteria is going to destroy industrial civilization."

—The Washington Post

Ron Arnold's new book *Undue Influence* reveals the threat to industrial civilization posed by environmentalism. The amount of money being spent from such an unpublicized direction is cause for alarm by itself. What it's being used for—dismantling roads, dams, logging, mining, ranching, farming, fishing—is truly frightening. This book should galvanize the public to action.

—David Ridenour,
National Center for Public Policy Research

Ron Arnold...is gaining increasing national stature and political influence as the arch-druid of the burgeoning movement against environmentalism.

—The Boston Globe

The most exasperating thing about Ron Arnold is that he grasps the shortcomings of Big Green environmentalism so much better than "my" colleagues who continue to be seduced by corporate foundation dollars and a self-defeating myth of access with Democratic Party power brokers.

—Michael Donnelly,
Friends of the Breitenbush Cascades
CURRENT EVENTS / ENVIRONMENT

$16.95

PLANNING THE END OF INDUSTRIAL CIVILIZATION — PIECE BY PIECE

Secret White House memos! Grant proposals to big foundations!
Internal green group documents! Closed-door meeting tapes!

Undue Influence author Ron Arnold—America’s premiere investigative
critic of organized environmentalism—follows the money and takes you
with him. In this astonishing book he explains how the environmental
movement is not just the green groups we are accustomed to thinking of,
but is instead an extraordinarily incestuous “iron triangle” of:

- wealthy foundations
- grant-driven green groups, and
- zealous bureaucrats

that control your future—without your knowledge or permission. Big
foundations and big government give billions in grants to elitist green
groups whose every effort hurts your economic future. People who care
nothing for your well-being, your family, or your work are:

- cutting off the flow of natural resources from America’s federal lands,
  ending the supply of timber, minerals, food and fiber you use every day.
- tightening their regulatory grip on private property so you can’t use
  what you own—and you can’t get compensation for what you lose.
- increasing the size of government by taking more and more private
  land for nature preserves, greenways, “heritage” sites, and “growth
  management” areas—even though government already owns nearly half the
  nation.
- widening the rural-urban prosperity gap. While cities enjoy a booming
  economy, rural communities suffer severe economic pain brought on by
  the “iron triangle” through bans on logging, mining, ranching, farming, and
  all forms of natural resource production.
- controlling the media you rely on, making sure you believe what they
  want you to believe about natural resource people—true or not.
- dismantling industrial civilization piece by piece.

A powerful indictment of a popular movement!
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Freezing in the Dark
Money, Power, Politics, and The Vast Left Wing Conspiracy

Radical progressives are staging a social revolution that will change your life forever.
You won't like the results.
Your freedoms will shrivel, your rights will vanish, and your hopes will be turned against you—all in the name of protecting the freedoms, rights, and hopes of progressive special interests.
Free enterprise? Socially unacceptable.
Dream home? Smart Growth won’t allow it.
Self defense? Only criminals have guns.
Elections? Free-range migrants have voted your rights away.
Travel? Oil is illegal and alternatives can’t cope.
Equality under law? The “oppressed” get out of jail free.
Comfort? Heat, light, and water are harshly restricted.
Good government? Unelected civil society rules the world.
Preposterous? You won’t think so when you finish this book!

Freezing in the Dark is a stunning expose of today’s left wing power and pressure groups and the money behind them, revealing the web of dangers they pose for America’s free society, its energy future, and its survival as a nation.

See how left-leaning billionaires like George Soros use tax-exempt groups—and even government grants—to influence presidential elections, shape national policy, and demolish enemies.

See the money that pushes American politics to the left, with real names, dollar amounts, and hidden purposes, all verified from sources as obscure as old tax records, as provocative as newly uncovered “sweetheart” taxpayer grants, and as unexpected as candid interviews with well-informed left wing insiders.

Freezing in the Dark gives you the full life stories of dozens of powerful progressive leaders, even-handedly recounting their struggles, achievements, and blunders, including a turbulent mix of high honors and criminal convictions.

You’ll see where progressives get their money, what they spend it on, and who’s pulling their strings.

Freezing in the Dark is a panorama as big as The Vast Left Wing Conspiracy itself.
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Here is a Must Read piece on grassroots tyranny worth reading -
http://republicbroadcasting.org/?p=4972

Also note the attached incoming on examples of local tyranny

- Especially note these videos of Washington State Jefferson County’s Board of County Commissioners
  - http://www.youtube.com/jeffco101/p/u/0/5xKgW1VLkGE.
- Also read "How They Are Turning Off the Lights in America at above link re. shutting down Montana Aluminum Mill
  - This strikes close to home to me, in fact Montana is the state where I was raised and where I will be going
  - The author is Edwin Berry, PhD, atmospheric physicist and a certified consulting meteorologists in Montana
  - Here is his site http://www.climatephysics.com/

This same deception is used everywhere.

- The City of Enumclaw Washington uses it with the help of King County & the State of Washington.
- Here you see how the bike zealots and government use illusion to steal public and private property
  - http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromRailsToTrailsTakings.dwt.asp
- Here you see how local green extremes create more illusions and steal more property by semantic swindling labels that are lies
  - http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromCriticalAreaOrdinanceMythsNew.asp
- Here you see how the local and state DOT create more illusions to shove unneeded rural cleansing projects down your throat
  - http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromFishMyths.dwt.asp
  - http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromRoundabouts.asp

Freedom and liberty are more than under assault, they are essentially GONE.

- We are in the end stage of taking.
- Elections, initiatives, referendums are Band-Aids.
- Trying to elect or reform an elite controlled democracy into a Constitutional Republic AFTER the fact...
  - is like putting toothpaste back into the tube.
- We are trying to invoke initiatives, referendums and voting on Band-Aids to revive a dead body.
- This will never work.
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- I am not saying to give up or stop trying.
- I am saying you may as well try to reform Al Capone or Ted Bundy.
- There is only one way to end this illusion
- We must expose it, resist it, fight it and terminate it

**The America system of "government" is like an iceberg.**

- What you *like to see* ..... floats on the surface ..... clearly visible to all.
- **You can say...**
  - "look ......there is the Statute of Liberty,
  - there is the White House,
  - there is the Pentagon,
  - there is Congress,
  - there is the Supreme Court
  - there is the U.S. Constitution
  - *and that is why we are a free nation."

**What you DO NOT see and what you are NOT told, lays beneath the shining idyllic dome.**

- It is a massive structure of power, wealth, corruption, deception, illusion, brutality, you name it.
- There is no chance this iceberg will float in the direction of YOUR freedoms and birthrights.
- The mass alone of the infrastructure brings the center of gravity so far below the "water line"
  - *The illusion is not visible and thus kept a deep dark secret.*

**There is no representative government by any stretch of the definition.**

- Representation is another grand illusion.
- Even if the 535 illusionist's swore themselves to the Constitution, collateralized with their life and possessions
  - It would make no difference.
  - It is statistically insignificant to represent 300 some million people with 535 so called "Representatives" and "Senators"
  - Even with the 3141 counties in America and their applicable representatives and senators.
  - In fact you cannot "represent" the natural born state Citizens or their birth rights, i.e. they are free agents.
  - You may only "represent" the very few enumerated limited founding state functions

**Free Constitutional Republic's cannot regulate their own sons and daughters**

- Otherwise the word "free" would be meaningless and an oxymoron.
- *This is exactly the case in America today.*
• 92% of Americans believe they can forcibly extract private property from the natural born sons and daughters in America
  o AND still be free
  o This is the definition of insanity, i.e. doing the same thing over expecting different results
• There are NO founding or fundamental laws that authorize this

One of many red flags I see is the following. If you take the 3141 counties in America and assume they each have a senator and two representatives that makes 9423 who are "representing" you to their applicable state capitol which in turn tells the 535 what to do. So now we are at 9958 who you pay and who you like to think "represent" you.

**These 9423 government people cannot come close to "representing" you for many reasons.**

1. Most of these people are NOT qualified and have little or no background in the areas required for the decisions they make
   o The idea that you can some how create a "political science" to replace and represent real science is another illusion
   o At least half of these 10,000 people don't understand green energy is not economically viable, i.e. it is junk energy
   o Green energy can never carry the commercial loads required by say the Columbia Montana Aluminum Plant
   o The Columbia Montana Aluminum Plant has one hydroelectric dam committed to it in Montana
2. Soft science like biology, fish and game, etc. have a definite bias because academia has sanctioned such extreme
3. Political Science manipulates opinion without immediate consequences
   1. The collateral damage of bad political decisions come too late to be correct or voted out
   2. We The People see the collateral damage too late
   3. The iceberg grows and moves so slow over many generations, few realize the fate of the looming disaster
4. Legal training is especially soft and certainly not a science, i.e.
   o It is so malleable, it is progressive
   o In fact the BAR associations history of undermining the founding and fundamental laws is being exposed
5. Government/non government soft science who aid and abet these Watermelon (green outside red inside) takings are beyond BIASED, i.e.
   o They are paid to support a green agenda
   o Their degrees, if they have them, are generally soft science
   o Even hard science government types are generally pro green because of the institutional pressure of self fulfilling agenda politics
   o Their thinking and political bias supports what they do otherwise they wouldn't be given the position
   o The vast amount of funding and political pressure comes from green left tax exempt foundations
   o These green left foundations are funded by extremely wealthy sources who dictate this green agenda
   o There is no balance, no off set & no dog in the race force to derail all of these watermelons rolling down the fascist slope
6. Most if not all of these green policies go against the founding and fundamental laws of the
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land
7. Your 9,423 so called "representatives" are more often misrepresenting what they have NO authority or jurisdiction to do
8. Plus these people have little control of the key taking agendas, e.g.
   - Congress tried 11 times to remove the unconstitutional illegitimate income tax
   - The 16th Amendment was never fully ratified but they pushed it through anyway
   - The same for the 17th Amendment, 14th Amendment, the unFederal unReserve Act
   - The same for the removal of gold and silver and the debasement of the value based currency
   - On and on
9. There is NO accountability, follow up, financial break even analysis or correction process of the damage, on and on
10. Plus the election systems including the data bases have more errors than the spread of votes between the candidates
11. Plus fewer and fewer American citizens are voting for all these reasons and more

The government cereal departments alone contain enough momentum where they are able to not only hold their power but expand it. This is another example of the illusion of local control. These cereal departments network themselves throughout the government/nongovernment complex via academia and visa versa, i.e. the nongovernment extremes are in the government and are the government.

So what we have is an *illusion* of a "Representative" government.

- If these 10,000 people have any credentials, they have the wrong ones for the wrong decisions at the wrong time
- Plus, they are more often making decisions outside of their legitimate jurisdiction and authority
  - by the founding and fundamental laws
  - by prior high court rulings which are also often ignored.
- They are making decisions for the wrong reasons
  - i.e. political vs. objective and independent and no stake in the game hard science.
- They are not reading the bills because they are pressured too not read them
- And most could not understand them if they did
- They are spending more time creating fraud than they have time to read and understand it
- They do not take their oath of office seriously and there is no consequences.
  - The illusion they tell you is you may vote them out or impeach them
  - But this is too little, too long, too late and they are quickly replaced by the same ilk
- They have little to no grasp that the entire American system of government is upside down and backwards.
- And if they did, it is either how they wish it or they admit there is little they can do to change it.
- They, their parties, associations, funding sources are all complicit
- This old paradigm does not work anymore, it never did and it never will

You CANNOT legislate, judicate or administrate morals or principles especially when those agencies have little to none themselves.

- Plus at least half of America thinks truth is relative.
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• The founding and fundamental truths have been undermined long ago.
• The Bar associations and the courts have taken over and corrupted the founding and fundamental charters vs. protecting them.
• They injected themselves from day one helping to create the nightmare it is today.
• Just look at the stark divided opinions from the courts, this alone says a lot, i.e.
  o These are some of the best and brightest who see things completely different based on their personal belief system
  o Because they are ..
  o NOT based on the founding and fundamental charters
  o NOT based on individual unalienable rights, i.e. birth rights
  o Ditto for CON..gress and the Executioners Office.
  o If engineers saw the basic laws as differently nothing would work

Freedom and liberty are gone because..

• These institutions, foundations, central banksters, elite's always have been in control
• The political parties, "government" and media are only puppets to the big boys.
• CONTRARY TO what HONEST artificial entities divine sole purpose IS TO....
  o provide an HONEST free market competition
  o provide for revenue for a basic enumerated limited government, including;
    • a uniform indirect tax
    • custom duties,
    • the sale and lease of resources on state lands,
    • the printing of value based currency
• This free market infrastructure IF IT IS HONEST allows the natural born state Citizens to be free agents

An HONEST Constitutional Republic is the Mother of all divine like systems

• This system was perverted from the start, though the intention was to "allow" its sons & daughters to be "free"
• The system quickly REVERSED the role of the natural born, i.e.
  o the natural born sons & daughters who are state Citizens are now enslaved and indentured
  o as well as the states, counties & cities
  o By the very union of the states and corporations who were "designed" to protect them
• IT IS KEY TO SEE THIS MALIGNED AND TYRANNICAL ROLE REVERSAL REVERSAL.
• This was orchestrated by the artificial legal fiction corporations, government & non government foundations
• All of these artificial groups merged into a super state
• They have shifted their costs onto the natural born who they "swore" (with fingers crossed behind their backs) to protect
• They lifted your borders, took your private and public property, your jobs and your traditional life, as well as your blood
• They dissected your communities and life into uncountable legal fiction regions, districts,
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precincts, et al
  o The illusion is to better represent and protect you
  o The reality is to better manipulate the outcome of THEIR AGENDA
• Here is a couple groups supporting this theme
  o http://cafrl.com/
• Walter Burien of cafrl.com is showing massive government resources hidden all over
  o Plus he has found the corporation net tax rate is far less than the individual rate
  o i.e. the American "government" is being used to shift the burden of artificial legal fiction
    groups onto private property
  o Governments are a stage created to maintain an illusion to protect you while they fleece
    you into and after death
  o All this goes against the founding and fundamental laws

Another great document to open up your eyes is by The Freemen Digest "Tax-Exempt Foundations - their Impact On the World".

  o http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Tax%20Freedom%20Email/Tax%20Exempt%20Foundations%20Takings%20Final.pdf
  o "What this investigation does seem to indicate is that many foundation grants ..have been
    devoted to purposes that are promoting a departure from the fundamental concepts of
    education and government under our constitution." Thomas M. McNiece
• Aaron M. Sargent, a lawyer practicing in California,
  o participated in hearings in 1941- 42 regarding San Francisco City Board of Education
  o regarding social science text books
  o revealed one of the most vicious aspects of our education system was
  o the betrayal and attack on the doctrine of unalienable rights and natural law set forth ..
  o in the Declaration of Independence.

Until some critical mass of the natural born sovereign and free American state Citizens wake up, no one will be free.

• The South tried to escape and we lost 1.2 million lives over nonsense.
• Texas has tried to escape and other states have rattled their chains, but no one has had the guts
  to brake away from the Union.
• There are hundreds of thousands of property owners who are increasingly trying to escape
  this prison
• Many have been killed, tortured, imprisoned, jailed, lost it all, etc.
• The silence is deafening

We must establish total free zones in America

• Until some critical mass of cities, counties or states remake themselves into a free zone, the
  takings will continue.
• The dark side well knows they cannot let one state, one county or one city escape the chains of
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collectivism and fascism.
- Once one escapes and sets up a completely free society,
  - the illusion will implode
  - the light will pour in, the iceberg will melt and the illusion will be clearly seen
  - A vacuum of free choice, i.e. darkness, is quickly filled by the light
- We need to reestablish our own court systems
  - We need to return to basics of trial by a JURY OF OUR PEERS
  - We need to return to effective grand juries
  - We need to get out of the current self destructive judicial paradigm
  - The current system is ONLY applicable for artificial legal fiction corporations and governments

The current system has long established a very successful working model of manipulating the masses with deception.
- They networked many illusions for centuries until ..
  - they magically took all our private and public property,
  - our traditional way of life and even our life itself.
- They despise independence.
- The political party system will never work whether there are two or twenty parties.
- The Republican Party has had more terms in office since this country began than the Democrats.
  - One has to ask, then why isn't the system more conservative?
  - The answer is.. the two party system is another illusion
  - The big boys control it all
  - The part system is another semantic swindle label thrown out for you to fight over
- Each party has become church like
  - They situate themselves between you and your God given unalienable rights
  - Telling the sovereign and free natural born state Citizens how to live

The illusion is created on fear, codependence, class envy and phony crisis, emergencies and wars. Plus a centralized system of tyrannical control of all money, monetary, financial, taxes, judications, legislation & administration. The final death blow to freedom is the creation of the illusion that no state, county, city or natural born American state Citizen is permitted to escape.

The system is held together by creating many illusions.
- The system can be torn down by seeing through and not accepting any of their smoke and mirrors.
- Get yourself out of the system
- We are living in a despotic "democracy" controlled by illusion and junk
  - put out by the entertainment and mainstream media
  - funded by the elite's
  - and those of us who tune them in and believe their lies
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Once we start changing ourselves, changing the way we think, changing our own belief systems, the illusion will melt.

Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington
www.FreedomForAllSeasons.org

"The best way to make your dreams come true is to wake up"
Paul Valery
Zen Calendar
July 10, 2009